The research ﬁles vol. III: Osiris

Hi again, and this time as the header already indicates I will write about my latest invocation,
and also my ﬁrst time summoning a pagan God, namely Osiris.
For those that do not know him, Osiris is the Egyptian God of the afterlife & resurrection to
name a few. Before I get down to his skills and ability I must mention that I have noticed a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between a god and a celestial/ infernal spirit; the latter one is
considerably stronger and the energy is stronger (When referring to infernal spirits I mean
genuine ones, so not the ones with a pagan origin/ background); with Osiris, it felt more
human-like, the aura. No oﬀense intended towards him of course, he is still great. But this is
personally for me another reason why I prefer Angels & Demons over Pagan Gods. I don’t
think I will ever deliberately work with one in the long term.
Now, let’s get down to it; Osiris corresponds to Venus with Taurus as a zodiac sign; his
specialty lies in the fact that he is skilled at garnering an income and producing money in a
stable and productive fashion for the occultist; he also is skilled in trading and exchanging in
aforementioned areas. He is perfectly suited for pagans that have business ventures/ dreams
or any occultist that has or wants involvement in stocks, banking, accounting etc.
The only drawback to his method of working is that it will take a while for results to manifest;
think of it like a long term investment that is relatively “safe” and as free from risk as can
possibly be.
Regarding appearance there was no surprise there either since he appears just as depicted, a
green-skinned Pharaoh; he replied to my request pretty quickly, only an hour or two after the
ritual. I noticed, as I lay on my bed watching a sitcom, the strong scent of a uniquely sweet
aroma almost like roses and him brieﬂy appearing afterwards but vague (diﬀerence again
since the other ones I mentioned at the beginning appear clearer), and him conﬁrming my
research on him & his appearance.
To invoke him, one needs to follow the same procedure recited in previous volumes of this
article series and work with Venus correspondences, so the number 7, green, rose incense
etc. The oration I used can be viewed below, as well as his seal which I combined with his
hieroglyph.
One last thing; I thought that he was going to be Saturnian in nature due to the nature of the
things he was worshiped for but just goes to show you that that is not always the case; he
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has no related skills whatsoever.
Seal
Oration to Osiris
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